Introduction
As has been discussed in many outlets (see, for example, Chang et al. (2011) ), volatility derivatives have attracted a great deal of attention over the past years since they enable trading and hedging against changes in volatility. In 1993 the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) introduced a volatility index, VIX (see Whaley (1993) ), which was originally designed to measure the market expectation of 30-day volatility implied by at-themoney S&P100 option prices. The original volatility index is now known as VXO. In 2003, together with Goldman Sachs, CBOE updated and reformulated VIX to reflect a model-free method of measuring expected volatility, one that continues to be widely used by financial theorists.
Unlike the original VIX, the updated VIX is based on the S&P500 index, rather than S&P100 option prices, and estimates expected volatility by averaging the weighted prices of S&P500 puts and calls over a wide range of strike prices. Although many market participants have considered the index to be a good predictor of short term volatility, daily or even intraday, it took several years for the market to introduce volatility products, starting with over-thecounter products, such as variance swaps. The first exchange-traded product, VIX futures, was introduced in March 2004, and was followed by VIX options in February 2006. Both of these volatility derivatives are based on the VIX index as the underlying asset.
Of the two most popular volatility derivatives, this paper focuses on VIX futures to address risk management of risk. McAleer, et al. (2009 McAleer, et al. ( , 2010 McAleer, et al. ( , 2011 analyse how the new market risk management strategies performed during the 2008-09 global financial crisis (GFC), and evaluate how the GFC affected the best risk management practices. Huskaj (2009) analyzes VIX futures from a different perspective, centered on the statistical properties of a different set of candidate forecasting models, and without focusing on the Basel II regulations, as is considered in this paper. McAleer and Wiphatthanananthakul (2010) examine the empirical behaviour of alternative simple expected volatility indexes, and compare them with VIX. Chang et al. (2011) analyse the VaR of VIX futures under the Basel Accord before, during and after the GFC.
The GFC has greatly affected economic and financial structures worldwide, and has led to numerous attempts to analyse the underlying causes, as well as to improve regulations 4 governing financial markets and the associated risks. There have been many questions asked about whether appropriate regulations were in place, especially in the USA, which is not a signatory to the Basel Accords, to permit the appropriate monitoring and encouragement of (possibly excessive) risk taking.
As is well known, the Basel II Accord was designed to monitor and encourage sensible risk taking using appropriate models of risk to calculate Value-at-Risk (VaR) and the corresponding daily capital charges. When the Basel I Accord was concluded in 1988, no capital requirements were defined for market risk. However, regulators soon recognized the risks to a banking system if insufficient capital were held to absorb the large sudden losses from huge exposures in capital markets. During the mid-90's, proposals were tabled for an amendment to the 1988 Accord, requiring additional capital over and above the minimum required for credit risk. Finally, a market risk capital adequacy framework was adopted in 1995 for implementation in 1998.
As discussed in Chang et al. (2011) , for example, the 1995 Basel I Accord amendment VaR is now a standard tool in risk management, and is defined as an estimate of the probability and size of the potential loss to be expected over a given period. It has become especially important following the 1995 amendment to the Basel Accord, whereby banks and other Authorized Deposit-taking Institutions (ADIs) were permitted (and encouraged) to use internal models to forecast daily VaR (see Jorion (2000) for a detailed discussion). The last decade has witnessed a growing academic and professional literature comparing alternative modelling approaches to determine how to measure VaR, especially for large portfolios of financial assets.
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In order to encourage and reward institutions with superior risk management systems, amendments were made to modify the initial Basel Accord. A back-testing procedure, whereby actual returns are compared with the corresponding VaR forecasts, was introduced to assess the quality of the internal models used by ADIs. In cases where internal models lead to a greater number of violations than could reasonably be expected, given the confidence level, the ADI is required to hold a higher level of capital (see Table 1 for the penalties imposed under the Basel II Accord). Penalties imposed on ADIs affect profitability directly through higher capital charges, and indirectly through the imposition of a more stringent external model to forecast VaR. This is one reason why financial managers typically prefer risk management strategies that are passive and conservative rather than active and aggressive.
Excessive conservatism can have a negative impact on the profitability of ADIs as higher capital charges are subsequently required. Therefore, ADIs have been encouraged to consider a strategy that allows an endogenous decision as to how many times ADIs should violate in any financial year (for further details, see McAleer and da Veiga (2008a , 2008b ), McAleer (2009 ), Caporin and McAleer (2009b , McAleer et al. (2009), and Chang et al. (2011) ). This paper suggests alternative aggressive and conservative risk management strategies, including strategies based on Bayesian methodology, that can be compared with the use of one or more models of risk, whether individually or in combination, in the estimation and forecasting periods.
As an extension of Chang et al. (2011) , this paper defines risk management in terms of choosing sensibly from a variety of risk models, discusses the selection of optimal risk models, considers combining alternative risk models, discusses the choice between conservative and aggressive (Bayesian and non-Bayesian) risk management strategies, evaluates the effects of the Basel II Accord on risk management of risk, examines how some risk management strategies performed during the 2008-09 GFC, and evaluates how the GFC affected risk management practices and daily capital charges.
The empirical results indicate that, when risk management is considered for VIX futures, the optimal strategy based on comparing individual and combined models of risk, is to be aggressive rather than conservative. Specifically, this would involve a strategy of communicating to the national regulatory authority the Supremum of the point forecasts of the VaR models considered. This strategy tends to minimize the average daily capital charges, 6 subject to staying within the limits of the number of violations that are permitted under the Basel II Accord.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the main ideas of the Basel II Accord Amendment as it relates to forecasting VaR and daily capital charges.
Section 3 reviews some of the most well-known univariate models of conditional volatility that are used to forecast VaR, including optimal Bayesian strategies based on combined models of risk. In Section 4 the data used for estimation and forecasting are presented. Section 5 analyses the VaR forecasts before, during and after the 2008-09 GFC. Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.
Forecasting Value-at-Risk and Daily Capital Charges
In this section, which closely follows Chang et al. (2011) Table 1 ).
[Insert Table 1 here]
The formula given in equation (1) is contained in the 1995 amendment to Basel I, while Table   1 As discussed in Stahl (1997) , the minimum multiplication factor of 3 is intended to (1995) ). However, ADIs that propose using internal models are required to demonstrate that their models are sound. Movement from the green zone to the red zone arises through an excessive number of violations. Although this will lead to a higher value of k, and hence a higher penalty, violations will also tend to be associated with lower daily capital 8 charges. It should be noted that the number of violations in a given period is an important, though not the only, guide for regulators to approve a given VaR model.
VaR refers to the lower bound of a confidence interval for a (conditional) mean, that is, a "worst case scenario on a typical day". If interest lies in modelling the random variable, Y t , it could be decomposed as follows: 
where is the critical value from the distribution of  t to obtain the appropriate confidence level. It is possible for  t to be replaced by alternative estimates of the conditional standard deviation in order to obtain an appropriate VaR (for useful reviews of theoretical results for conditional volatility models, see Li et al. (2002) and McAleer (2005) , where several univariate and multivariate, conditional, stochastic and realized volatility models are discussed).
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Some recent empirical studies (see, for example, Berkowitz and O'Brien (2001) , Gizycki and Hereford (1998) 
Models for Forecasting VaR
The following section extends the analysis in McAleer et al. (2010b) and Chang et al. (2011) to include optimal Bayesian strategies based on combined models of risk. It is well known that ADIs can use internal models to determine their VaR thresholds. There are alternative time series models for estimating conditional volatility. In what follows, we present several well-known conditional volatility models that can be used to evaluate strategic market risk disclosure, namely GARCH, GJR and EGARCH, with Gaussian, Student-t and Generalized
Normal distribution errors, where the parameters are estimated.
These models are chosen as they are widely used in the literature. For an extensive discussion of the theoretical properties of several of these models (see Ling and McAleer (2002a , 2002b , 2003a ) and Caporin and McAleer (2010b) ). As an alternative to estimating the parameters, we also consider the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) method by Riskmetrics (1996) and Zumbauch, (2007) that calibrates the unknown parameters. We include a section on these models to present them in a unified framework and notation, and to make explicit the specific versions we are using. Apart from EWMA, the models are presented in increasing order of complexity. Optimal Bayesian strategies based on combined models of risk are also discussed.
GARCH
For a wide range of financial data series, time-varying conditional variances can be explained empirically through the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model, which was proposed by Engle (1982) . When the time-varying conditional variance has both autoregressive and moving average components, this leads to the generalized ARCH(p,q), or GARCH(p,q), model of Bollerslev (1986) . It is very common in practice to impose the widely estimated GARCH(1,1) specification in advance.
Consider the stationary AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model for daily returns, t y :
, where the shocks to returns are given by: 
GJR
In the symmetric GARCH model, the effects of positive shocks (or upward movements in daily returns) on the conditional variance, t h , are assumed to be the same as the effect of negative shocks (or downward movements in daily returns) of equal magnitude. In order to accommodate asymmetric behaviour, Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1992) proposed a model (hereafter GJR), for which GJR(1,1) is defined as follows: Although GJR permits asymmetric effects of positive and negative shocks of equal magnitude on conditional volatility, the special case of leverage, whereby negative shocks increase volatility while positive shocks decrease volatility (see Black (1976) for an argument using the debt/equity ratio), cannot be accommodated, in practice (for further details on asymmetry versus leverage in the GJR model, see Caporin and McAleer (2010b) ).
EGARCH
An alternative model to capture asymmetric behaviour in the conditional variance is the Exponential GARCH, or EGARCH(1,1), model of Nelson (1991) , namely:
where the parameters ,   and  have different interpretations from those in the GARCH(1,1) and GJR(1,1) models.
EGARCH captures asymmetries differently from GJR. The parameters  and  in EGARCH(1,1) represent the magnitude (or size) and sign effects of the standardized residuals, respectively, on the conditional variance, whereas  and    represent the effects of positive and negative shocks, respectively, on the conditional variance in GJR(1,1).
Unlike GJR, EGARCH can accommodate leverage, depending on the restrictions imposed on the size and sign parameters, though leverage is not guaranteed (for further details, see Caporin and McAleer (2010b) ).
As noted in McAleer et al. (2007) , there are some important differences between EGARCH and the previous two models, as follows: (i) EGARCH is a model of the logarithm of the conditional variance, which implies that no restrictions on the parameters are required to ensure 0  t h ; (ii) moment conditions are required for the GARCH and GJR models as they are dependent on lagged unconditional shocks, whereas EGARCH does not require moment conditions to be established as it depends on lagged conditional shocks (or standardized residuals); (iii) Shephard (1996) observed that 1 | |   is likely to be a sufficient condition for consistency of QMLE for EGARCH(1,1); (iv) as the standardized residuals appear in equation
would seem to be a sufficient condition for the existence of moments; and (v) in addition to being a sufficient condition for consistency, 1 | |   is also likely to be sufficient for asymptotic normality of the QMLE of EGARCH(1,1).
The three conditional volatility models given above are estimated under the following distributional assumptions on the conditional shocks: (1) Gaussian, (2) Student-t, with estimated degrees of freedom, and (3) Generalized Normal. As the models that incorporate the t distributed errors are estimated by QMLE, the resulting estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal, so they can be used for estimation, inference and forecasting.
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
As an alternative to estimating the parameters of the appropriate conditional volatility models, Riskmetrics (1996) developed a model which estimates the conditional variances and covariances based on the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) method, which is, in effect, a restricted version of the ARCH(  ) model. This symmetric approach forecasts the conditional variance at time t as a linear combination of the lagged conditional variance and the squared unconditional shock at time 1 t  . The EWMA model calibrates the conditional variance as:
where  is a decay parameter. Riskmetrics (1996) suggests that  should be set at 0.94 for purposes of analysing daily data. As no parameters are estimated, there are no moment or logmoment conditions.
Sequential VaR Combinations
In this sub-section we consider the Bayesian approach to sequential forecast combination, as proposed in Billio et al. (2010) , who combine optimally the forecast densities from different models that are estimated sequentially over time. Their method will be applied to the special case where the quantities to be combined are not forecast densities, but the quantiles (VaR) of different forecast densities.
Let t q be the recursive estimate of the 5% quantile of the empirical distribution of the
, where t r denotes the S&P500 returns, and the size of the rolling window is 100  
. If VaR k,t is the VaR forecast from model k, then k = 1, 2 and 3 for EGARCH, EGARCH G and EGARCH T , respectively, k = 4, 5 and 6 for GARCH, GARCH G and GARCH T , respectively, and k = 7, 8 and 9 for GJR, GJR G and GJR T , respectively.
One possible way to account for the time-variations in the ability of the different models to forecast the quantiles is to combine the VaR forecasts linearly, as follows:
where t  is the residual forecasting error, which accounts for the fact that the true data generating process may not be within the set of models, and , kt w , 1, , kK  , is a set of weights to be determined. In order to obtain an almost everywhere bounded VaR measure, we consider a convex cobination scheme. We assume that the weights belong to the unit interval through the following multivariate transformation:
where , kt x , 1, , kK  , is a set of real-valued latent variables.
The dynamics of the latent process, used in the combination scheme in equations (10)- (11), should be flexible enough to capture the time variations in forecast ability. In this section, we consider two alternative combination schemes that allow for randomness and time variations in the combination weights, as follows: 
Data
As discussed in Chang et al. (2011) , the data used in estimation and forecasting are closing daily prices (settlement prices) for the 30-day maturity CBOE VIX volatility index futures Although the VIX futures should converge to the spot at expiration, it is possible to have significant disparities between the spot VIX and VIX futures prior to expiration. Figure 1 shows the daily VIX futures index together with the 30 day maturity VIX futures closing prices. VIX has a correlation (0.96) with the 30-day maturity VIX futures. Regarding volatility, VIX futures prices tend to show significantly lower volatility than VIX, which can be explained by the fact that VIX futures must be priced in a manner that reflects the mean reverting nature of VIX. For the whole sample, the standard deviation is 11.12 for VIX and 9.55 for VIX futures prices. Figure 2 shows the daily VIX futures returns, and the descriptive statistics for the daily returns are given in Table 2 . The returns to the VIX futures are driven by changes in expectations of implied volatility. Figure 3 shows the histograms for the daily returns, together with the theoretical Gaussian and Student-t probability density functions and a kernel density estimator. The Student-t density fits the returns distributions better than does its Gaussian counterpart.
[Insert Figures 2-4 and Tables 2-4 here]
It is also interesting to examine the returns distributions for the three periods relating to before the GFC (1 January, 2008 -11 August, 2008 , during the GFC (12 August, 2008-9 March, 2009), and after the GFC (10 March, 2009 -10 January, 2011). We choose these dates because they coincide with the peaks and troughs of the S&P500, as we do in previous papers, such as McAleer et al. (2010b, c) . As can be seen in Figure 4 , there are changes in the shapes of the underlying probability density functions before, during and after the crisis. We graph the empirical distributions, together with the Normal, Student-t and a kernel density estimator, for the three periods. Clearly, the shape of the densities changes from one period to another.
It is worth noting that before the crisis, there are some very large positive returns around +17, while during the crisis there are many large negative returns with values around -20. However after the crisis, we again have some large, but not as large as before, positive returns with values around +8. This illustrates, together with the data on skewness and kurtosis in Tables 3 and 4, that the distributions are different across time as is. Table 3 shows tests for equality of means and variances across the three periods. All of them clearly reject equality. When we test the null hypothesis of equality of distributions using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, for the periods before and during the crisis, we have only a marginal rejection, while we reject equality for the periods during and after the crisis. Regarding the returns volatility, several measures of volatility are available in the literature. In order to gain some intuition, we adopt the measure proposed in Franses and van Dijk (1999) , wherein the true volatility of returns is defined as: 
VaR of VIX and Evaluation Framework
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As discussed in McAleer et al. (2010c) , the GFC has affected the optimal risk management strategies by changing the best model for minimizing daily capital charges in all the cases analyzed. The purpose of this section is to provide an analysis of risk management strategies when considering 30-day maturity VIX futures before, during and after the GFC, using nonBayesian and Bayesian methods.
As ADIs need not restrict themselves to using only a single risk model, McAleer et al. to VIX futures prices. The following section extends this work by using Bayesian methods that combine individual models optimally.
Evaluating Non-Bayesian Risk Management Strategies
Based on the S&P500 peaks and troughs, before the GFC is prior to 11 The basic criterion for choosing a strategy is minimizing the average daily capital charges subject to the constraint that the normalized number of violations (equivalently, the percentage of violations) is within the limits allowed under the Basel II Accord. This criterion was used because it is assumed that ADIs want to maximize profits, and hence minimize costs. One of the relevant costs of the ADIs is the daily capital charges which they incur for holding their capital requirements (see also McAleer et al. (2010a) ).
Chang et al. (2011) considered the accumulated losses, which are not taken into account in the rules of Basel II, but which might be considered in the future. In principle, low values of this criterion are desirable. We also consider the asymmetric loss tick function, which should be minimized. These criteria are also used in the literature and here we find that when we are choosing an optimal strategy they tend to agree with our primary criterion (see also McAleer et al. (2010c) ).
The main conclusions in Chang et al. (2011) are as follows:
1. Before the GFC, the best strategy for minimizing daily capital charges (DCC) is the Supremum. It has the lowest AvDCC and the highest number of violations, but is still within the limits of the Basel II Accord. The Supremum also has the next to lowest asymmetric linear tick loss function, but also the highest accumulated losses. The Supremum is clearly the best strategy for forecasting the VaR of VIX futures before the GFC.
2.
During the GFC, the Supremum has the lowest average daily capital charges and highest (but admissible) number of violations. Moreover, it has one of the three lowest values of AlTick values. However, the Supremum shows the highest accumulated losses of all the models. In general, the Supremum is the optimal strategy for managing risk under the Basel II Accord during the GFC.
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3.
After the GFC, the Supremum has the lowest average daily capital charges, at the cost of the highest (but admissible) number of violations. Moreover, the Supremum has one of the three lowest asymmetric linear tick loss function values, at the expense of the highest accumulated losses.
The Supremum emerges as the optimal strategy for minimizing daily capital charges for VIX futures, at the expense of the number of violations, and accumulated losses which are permissible under the Basel II Accord. This suggests that there is still room for improving the risk management within the limits of Basel II by using the Supremum strategy.
A comparison with a leading competitor, Riskmetrics showed that the Supremum consistently dominated Riskmetrics. The Supremum always hds lower daily capital charges, with the same number of violations, before, during and after the GFC. The Supremum is a strategy which is riskier than the others considered, indicating that the others may be too conservative. This may arise from the extra flexibility afforded by being able to switch between risk models.
In summary, Chang et al. (2011) found the Supremum to be the risk management strategy that performed the best across all the considered strategies and time periods. It was also a GFCrobust strategy, as defined in McAleer et al. (2010c McAleer et al. ( , 2011 , meaning it is an optimal strategy that is valid before, during and after the GFC.
Evaluating Bayesian Risk Management Strategies
The VaR forecasts obtained from the combination of the time-varying VaRs is usually close to the median of the combined VaR, even if, as in some periods of high volatility, the combined VaR tends to be higher than the median (see Figure 6 ). In the same figure, In order to investigate the features of the two combination strategies, RW and CD, Figure 7 shows the differences between the median strategy, on the one hand, and the RW and CD strategies, on the other. In periods of low volatility, the combination strategies, RW and CD, have lower VaRs than the median (given as positive values in Figure 2 ), while in periods of high volatility, RW and CD have higher VaRs than the median (given as negative values in Figure 2 ). It is also worth noting that the CD strategy during the GFC is more conservative than the RW strategy, exhibiting a higher VaR than the median and RW.
[Insert Figures 6-7 here]
Similar results are evident in Table 6 , in which we evaluate the sensitivity of the alternative strategies to recursive estimation of the quantiles. We evaluate the performance in terms of mean daily capital charges for different choices of the rolling windows size, 10, 50,100   , and find no substantial differences between the results with different window sizes during the periods before and after the GFC. On the contrary, as might be expected, the empirical results are more sensitive to the choice of window size, that is, to the estimation of the quantiles, during the GFC.
[Insert Table 6 here]
In Figure 8 we show the weights of the combination strategies that are assigned to the three different groups of models. The sum of the weights of the three models in the EGARCH class is considerably higher than for the three models in each of the GARCH and GJR classes.
Moreover, the sum is quite stable over time, especially for RW, and contributes around 75-80% to the model combination on the basis of both RW and CD. The three GJR models contribute a higher sum (around 10-15%) to the VaR forecasts than do the three GARCH models (at 10%, on average), although after the GFC (from 1 August 2008 to 1 April 2009) the difference between the GJR and GARCH models is significantly smaller.
Given the relative contributions in terms of predictive performance of the three model classes to the sum, it is useful to investigate the predictive performance of the different models within each model class (see Figures 9-11) . Within the EGARCH model class in Figure 9 , for the RW strategy, EGARCH G underperforms badly relative to the other two models. The difference between EGARCH and EGARCH T is small before the GFC, is reduced in the second half of the GFC, and increases substantially thereafter. In particular, the importance of EGARCH in this class increases until May 2010. Overall, the predictive performance of EGARCH is generally high, first improving then deteriorating slightly relative to EGARCH T after the GFC. The predictive performance of EGARCH T deteriorates throughout the samle, but improves eell after the GFC, starting in May 2010. For the CD strategy, EGARCH T dominates before the GFC, but EGARCH dominates during and after the GFC.
[Insert Figures 8-11 here]
In the GARCH class of models in Figure 10 , GARCH G usually has high predictive performance, which increases in periods of high volatility and sudden changes in the series (especially between 1 August 2008 and 1 April 2009), and decreases during periods of lower volatility, such as well after the GFC. An interesting result arises from a comparison of GARCH and GARCH T . In the combination forecasting model, GARCH exhibits increasing weights and, after the GFC, the weights of GARCH become higher than those associated with GARCH T .
A similar phenomenon can be seen in Figure 11 for the Student-t version of the GJR model, GJR T , which usually underperforms relative to the other two models, and which exhibits increasing differences with respect to GJR G and GJR after the GFC. It is interesting to observe the relation between GJR and GJR G , with GJR G usually having a greater weight than GJR, but with a reversal observed during the middle part of the GFC. In particular, GJR had greater weights than GJR G in the combination model in 2009..
Conclusion
In the spectrum of financial assets, VIX futures prices are a relatively new financial product.
As with any financial asset, VIX futures are subject to risk. In this paper we analyzed the performance of a variety of strategies for managing the risk, through forecasting VaR, of VIX futures under the Basel II Accord, before, during and after the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2008-09.
We forecast VaR using well known univariate model strategies, as well as new strategies based on combinations of risk models, that were proposed and analyzed in McAleer et al. (2009 McAleer et al. ( , 2010c McAleer et al. ( , 2011 The principal empirical conclusions of the paper for non-Bayesian risk management strategies can be summarized as follows:
1.
Before the GFC, the Supremum has the lowest Average Daily Capital Charges (AvDCC) and the highest (though admissible) number of violations under the Basel II Accord.
2.
During the GFC, the Supremum has the lowest AvDCC and highest (but admissible) number of violations.
3.
After the GFC, the Supremum has the lowest AvDCC, at the expense of the highest (but admissible) number of violations.
The Supremum dominates Riskmetrics consistently as it always has lower daily capital charges, with the same number of violations across all time periods: before, during and after the GFC. The Supremum, in our case, is a strategy which is more risky than the individual models considered, indicating that they may be too conservative, for minimizing daily capital charges.
The attraction for risk managers in using the Supremum strategy for this asset is that they do not need to keep changing the rules for generating daily VaR forecasts. The Supremum is an aggressive and profitable risk strategy for calculating VaR forecasts for VIX futures, both in 26 tranquil and in turbulent times. However, the Supremum is not always the best strategy for all assets and all periods, as illustrated in McAleer et al. (2010c , 2011 ) and Chang et al. (2011 .
For Bayesian risk management strategies, the principal empirical conclusions of the paper are quite clear. The sequential analysis of the VaR forecasting performance of the different models are useful in understanding which class of the three models, and which model within each class, should be used in different stages before, during and after the GFC, to estimate risk and forecast VaR. Moreover, the use of time-varying weights permits a dynamic combination of the different models across three classes to obtain a more accurate VaR forecasts than the estimates and forecasts that might be produced by a single model of risk.
The idea of combining different VaR forecasting models is entirely within the spirit of the Basel Accord, although its use would require approval by the regulatory authorities, as for any forecasting model. This approach is not at all computationally demanding, even though several models need to be specified and estimated over time. 
